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Active@ File Recovery is a powerful software solution that helps you perform a complete file recovery in the shortest possible time. The application includes a small file scan, quick file scan, and a file restore function to help users recover their deleted or formatted files. Comprehensive scan of hard drive Active@ File Recovery gives you the opportunity to
thoroughly check the structure of your hard drive using the built-in scanning engine. Scanning of the drive is performed using a deep directory scanning. Hard disk partitions are scanned as you type the Drive letter / Partition letter combination. Active@ File Recovery will scan the selected drive for all files and folders, including subdirectories. Scanning can be
performed one or more times. The second scan will make the restoration process even faster and more effective. Create image of Windows partition Using Active@ File Recovery you can create one of the following files as an image: Extended System Information File System (Ext. System Information File System) Boot Sector Master Boot Record System Boot
Record Boot Volume Table System Boot Record Partition Map System Extended File System (System Extended File System) System Root Directory System Reserved Directory System Boot Directory Windows Boot Directory System Volume Information File System (System Volume Information File System) System Reserved Directory Secondary Volume
Descriptor Table Boot Volume Table All these files can be used to recreate any broken or damaged hard drive. Restore files after partition resizing Active@ File Recovery offers a convenient file recovery function that facilitates the restoration of damaged files after you resize your hard drive or partition. It will quickly scan a Windows partition and list the
contents found. You can then select the files you wish to restore and press the Restore button. Deleted files recovery If Active@ File Recovery finds your file or folder, it will attempt to recover it. However, if the file cannot be restored, it will not be displayed. To force the scan to find every possible file, you can tick the Force Scan option. Quick file scan
Active@ File Recovery allows you to scan all available hard drives, floppy drives, and USB drives, as well as other removable media. Quick file scan function can be used to preview the recovered files and folders. Quick scan has a high processing performance and facilitates the recovery of your deleted files and folders. The program works with the following file
systems: FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, NTFS5, and others.

Active@ File Recovery 

Active@ File Recovery Free Download is an easy-to-use software that allows you to recover deleted files and folders. It supports a number of file systems, such as FAT, FAT32, NTFS5, and NTFS. The program is also able to identify, view, and recover content from unusual file systems, like DOC, XLS, PPT, SDW, and MDB. When you use Active@ File
Recovery, it allows you to quickly restore deleted files and folders from media of different types, such as hard disk, external hard drive, RAM drive, USB flash drive, and others. Moreover, the software has built-in duplicate scan mode that is perfect for recovering your deleted files. Moreover, Active@ File Recovery is compatible with DOS, Windows, and Linux
operating systems. This means that you can use the application across multiple platforms. Other features of the tool include a utility to change a disk letter, file system, as well as a library, a disk editor that allows you to select and view numerous details about the content of your disk, search for text and byte sequences, create bookmarks for easier navigation,
convert FAT to FAT32, and more. Moreover, the software supports a number of advanced features, such as the ability to analyse the disk structure, create a disk image, evaluate the recovery chances by inspecting the disk structure, reassemble the damaged RAID, and more. Bottom line: Active@ File Recovery is an easy-to-use tool that allows users to quickly
recover deleted files and folders. It features a user-friendly interface and a number of useful features. Review: Active@ File Recovery supports various file systems. It allows you to preview both data that was deleted and data that was not. The application is both simple and easy to use. It also has a complete recovery mode. It features a powerful disk editor that
allows you to read and analyse a number of details about the content of your disk, and change the structure of your existing disk. You can use Active@ File Recovery for multiple platforms. You can also evaluate the files. Pros: • Easy to use and easy to use • Support multiple file systems • The recovery mode is easy to use • The program is both simple and easy to
use • Provides you with all the features you may expect • View details about your file • Features a powerful disk editor that allows you to read and analyse a number of details about the content of your 09e8f5149f
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Active@ File Recovery is an easy-to-use data recovery software tool that supports the standard file systems (e.g. FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, NTFS5) and various file formats (e.g. DOC, XLS, PPT, MDB, SDW, RPT, VSD, PST, DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, JPG, BMP, AVI, ZIP). In case of problems with deleted files and folders, the program allows users to
perform quick scans for lost files or have an option of scanning for possible deletions with a more thorough scan. Active@ File Recovery Key Features: - Scanning modes - quick and super scan - User-friendly interface - Supports file systems: FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, NTFS5 and various file formats: DOC, XLS, PPT, MDB, SDW, RPT, VSD, PST,
DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, JPG, BMP, AVI, ZIP - Integration with Windows Explorer - display scan progress - Easy to recover deleted files - Helps you restore files or folders in their original locations - A disk editor allows you to scan, view, edit, search and modify file content - Compatible with Windows 98, 98SE, ME, 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10, 2012, 2016
Active@ File Recovery details: Version: 1.0.1.5 Date Added: 2017-08-08 File Size: 13.69 MB Downloads Last Week: 1 Platform: Win Compatible Devices: PC Publisher's Description: Active@ File Recovery is an easy-to-use data recovery software tool that supports the standard file systems (e.g. FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, NTFS5) and various file formats
(e.g. DOC, XLS, PPT, MDB, SDW, RPT, VSD, PST, DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, JPG, BMP, AVI, ZIP). In case of problems with deleted files and folders, the program allows users to perform quick scans for lost files or have an

What's New In?

Active@ File Recovery is able to restore deleted files and folders from hard drives, floppy or USB drives, and offers support for the following file systems: FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, and NTFS5. Furthermore, the program is able to recover lost data coming in various formats: DOC, XLS, PPT, MDB, SDW, RPT, VSD, PST, DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, JPG,
BMP, AVI, ZIP, and others. The application features two scanning modes: quick and super scan. Of course, the first one performs a basic scan and reveals the deleted files and folders found on the selected hard drive. Lets you filter the results The second method offers a comprehensive scanning operation which looks for all possible deleted data. At the end of the
task, you can view details about the name of the file or folder, size, attributes, ID, as well as date when it was created, modified, and deleted. Active@ File Recovery gives users the possibility of performing searches based on different criteria (e.g. file format, size, ID), viewing information about each partition (e.g. label, type, file system, capacity, serial number,
volume status), and selecting the directories and files to be restored. The tool also features an advanced disk editor that allows users to analyse the contents of hard drives, partitions, and volumes, create bookmarks, search text or byte sequence, as well as change the content of the opened file or disk. User-friendly tool protecting you from data loss Last but not
least, you can create a disk image, evaluate the recovery chances by inspecting file headers and raw disk structures, reassemble deleted or damaged RAID, as well as check the log for possible errors. All in all, Active@ File Recovery features an intuitive layout and useful features for helping users carry out the recovery process efficiently.1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates generally to board games and, more particularly, to an educational board game particularly useful for the board game of chess and for graphically illustrating and explaining the theory and terms of chess. 2. Description of the Prior Art With the advent of improved techniques for providing sound educational programs in schools and other
institutions, an important need has arisen for educational board games which, through the use of game pieces, can instruct students in important moral and intellectual principles and provide them with an opportunity for forming
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System Requirements For Active@ File Recovery:

Windows: Windows 7, Vista, XP with Service Pack 2 Mac: Mac OS X 10.6 or later Linux: Ubuntu 10.04 or later Android: Ice Cream Sandwich or higher BlackBerry: BlackBerry 10 Safari: Version 5.1 or higher Nokia: At least one Symbian^3 device Google: Chrome version 14 or higher Hardware: Touch
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